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Abstract
This paper presents that, by combining on-demand instantiation and lazy recovery, we can reduce the cost of asynchronous state machine replication protocols, such as Paxos and UpRight, while maintaining their high availability. To reduce cost, we incorporate on-demand instantiation, which activates a subset of replicas first and activates backup ones when active ones fail. To solve its key limitation—the system can be halted for long when activating a backup replica, we apply lazy recovery, allowing the system to proceed while recovering backup nodes in the background. The key contribution of this paper is to identify that, when agreement nodes and execution nodes are logically separated, they each present a unique property that enables lazy recovery. We have applied this idea to Paxos and built ThriftyPaxos, which, as shown in the evaluation, can achieve higher throughput and similar availability comparing to standard Paxos, despite the fact that ThriftyPaxos activates fewer replicas.

1 Introduction
This paper presents that, by combining on-demand instantiation [37, 59] and lazy recovery [31, 32], we can reduce the cost of asynchronous state machine replication (SMR) protocols [52], such as Paxos [33, 34, 48] and UpRight [18], while maintaining their high availability.

Replication is widely used in today’s storage systems to protect data against failures. In general, stronger replication protocols that can tolerate more kinds of errors usually need more replicas. For example, primary backup protocols [11, 13, 23, 57] can tolerate $f$ machine crashes with $f+1$ replicas, which is the minimal one can expect. Paxos [33, 34, 48] needs $2f+1$ replicas to tolerate $f$ machine crashes and asynchronous events (e.g., inaccurate timeout caused by network partitions or slow machines). To further tolerate arbitrary failures, Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) protocols [1, 6, 15, 18, 20, 30, 38] need at least $3f+1$ replicas.

Requiring more replicas incurs a higher cost: the system needs more storage space to store data, more bandwidth to transfer data, and more processors to process data. Such additional cost is magnified in today’s large data centers, where up to millions of machines may need to be replicated [19].

Whether to pay such additional cost for stronger guarantees becomes a hard question for developers. Indeed, while a number of systems are using Paxos to replicate their data [3–5, 10, 14, 19], many others are still using primary backup or similar protocols [23, 26, 47, 53], which, for consistency, have to use a conservative (long) timeout to reduce the possibility of asynchronous events. Conservative timeout, however, can hurt system availability when replicas fail.

Existing attempts to reduce replication cost are only effective for certain applications or protocols. For example, separating agreement from execution [60] can reduce the number of execution replicas in BFT protocols to $2f+1$, but it is not effective for applications whose agreement is the bottleneck or those that are using Paxos. On-demand instantiation [37, 59] activates the minimal number of replicas first, and activates backup ones when the active ones fail. However, before a backup replica can take its responsibility, it must transfer the current state from an active replica, and the system is unavailable during state transfer: for applications with a large state, the system can be halted for long. Gnothi [58] separates data from metadata, performs partial replication for data, and performs full replication for metadata: it works effectively for applications whose data is much larger than metadata, but may not work efficiently for others.

This paper, instead, presents a general approach to reduce the replication cost of asynchronous SMR protocols, while maintaining their availability properties. To reduce replication cost, our approach incorporates the idea of on-demand instantiation, which activates a subset of replicas first and activates backup ones when active
ones fail. To address its key limitation—the system may be unavailable for a long time when a backup replica is rebuilding its state, our approach incorporates lazy recovery [31, 32], which rebuilds a backup replica’s state in the background without halting the system.

Neither on-demand instantiation nor lazy recovery is novel. The key contribution of this work is to identify that, for SMR protocols, lazy recovery is possible only when agreement and execution are separated.

SMR protocols first run an agreement protocol across replicas to decide the next request to execute and then execute the request on each replica. Therefore, a replica can be logically separated into an agreement node, which runs the agreement protocol, and an execution node, which runs the application’s logic to execute the request. While previous works have exploited such separation for either clarifying protocols [33, 34] or calculating theoretical bounds [18, 60], this paper exploits the same idea for a different purpose: when an agreement node and an execution node are separated, they each presents a unique property that enables lazy recovery:

**Instant activation for agreement.** In principle, an agreement protocol needs to answer the question “what is the next request to execute”. This question has the “memoryless” property that an agreement node does not need to know prior requests to decide the next one. This suggests that when an active agreement node fails, a blank agreement node can join the protocol instantly.

**Separating critical and flexible tasks for execution.** An execution node must execute requests in order, because execution of later requests may depend on information in earlier requests. Its opportunity for lazy recovery comes from a different property: critical latency-sensitive tasks that must be performed for availability (e.g., executing a request and replying to the client) sometimes require fewer replicas than flexible background tasks that can be delayed (e.g., garbage collection). For example, in Paxos, a client needs only one reply from any replica to proceed, but a garbage collection requires $f + 1$ replicas to take a snapshot. While existing protocols try to ensure that, despite failures, the system has enough replicas to execute even flexible tasks, this may not be necessary: activating an appropriate number of replicas to ensure the availability of critical tasks and relying on lazy recovery for flexible tasks may achieve both low cost and high availability.

These properties enable lazy recovery for both agreement and execution, but in different ways: when an active agreement node fails, a blank backup agreement node can join the protocol instantly; when an active execution node fails, the system can proceed with remaining active execution nodes (they execute critical latency-sensitive tasks but delay flexible background tasks). In both cases, the system rebuilds the state of a backup node in the background.

This paper formally studies the number of active nodes required for availability. Here we highlight some results:

- For Paxos, we need $f + 1$ active agreement nodes and active execution nodes.
- For BFT, when setting distinct bounds for omission failures ($u$) and commission failures ($r$) [18] instead of setting a unified $f$ for both, we need $u + r + 1$ active execution nodes. This is smaller than the previous $2f + 1$ lower bound, in a practical setting when $u > r$.

In order for our approach to work properly, there is one additional challenge we need to address: although recovery of backup nodes can be delayed, recovery still has to be completed in a timely manner. Otherwise, long recovery can hurt the durability of the system. Furthermore, delaying flexible tasks like garbage collection for too long can eventually block the system. Recovery is further complicated by the fact that it is performed in parallel with executing new requests and they often compete for resource. To address these challenges, we introduce an adaptive recovery mechanism, which allows a user to specify a soft deadline for recovery: our mechanism makes best effort to meet the deadline while using the remaining resource to process new requests. To achieve this, it continuously monitors the progress of recovery and adaptively adjusts resource allocation.

We have applied this idea to Paxos, a popular replication protocol in today’s datacenters, to build Thrifty-Paxos, which can achieve the same correctness guarantee as Paxos with $f$ fewer replicas. Our evaluation shows that Thrifty-Paxos can achieve higher throughput and similar availability comparing to Paxos, despite the fact that Thrifty-Paxos activates fewer replicas.

## 2 Background

State machine replication (SMR) models an application as a deterministic state machine. For fault tolerance, SMR deploys multiple replicas of an application’s state machine on different machines. To ensure all replicas are identical, SMR protocols run an agreement or consensus protocol across replicas to decide the next request to execute. These protocols can guarantee that, despite failures, all correct replicas will reach the same decision.

To tolerate network failures, replicas need to log requests during agreement, so that if a request is lost, the corresponding replica can retrieve it from the log and retransmit it. To ensure logs do not grow arbitrarily, SMR protocols periodically require application’s state machines to take snapshots of their states, promising that
they will never need earlier requests. The system can then garbage collect log entries before the snapshot.

Previous works exploit features of SMR protocols to reduce their cost.

**On-demand instantiation.** Most SMR protocols (e.g. Paxos, PBFT, UpRight, etc) are designed for an asynchronous environment where message delivery can be delayed arbitrarily and clocks of machines can drift arbitrarily because of asynchronous events such as network partitions or machine overloading. SMR protocols are designed to be safe (all correct replicas process the same sequence of requests) despite failures and to be live (requests eventually get processed) when message delivery is timely and clocks are reasonably synchronized.

While a replicated system needs a minimal number of \( f + 1 \) replicas to tolerate \( f \) failures, an asynchronous system needs more replicas, because in an asynchronous environment, it is impossible to accurately know whether a replica has failed or not. In this case, if the system has only \( f + 1 \) replicas, and if one of them is not responding, it is impossible for the system to decide how to proceed: it is inappropriate to proceed with remaining ones because the unresponsive replica may just be temporarily slow and in this case, the request has not been executed by sufficient number of replicas; it is also inappropriate to wait for the unresponsive replica, because the replica may have actually failed and waiting may take for ever.

To solve this problem, asynchronous SMR protocols incorporate more replicas and only expect a subset of them to respond. Such design motivates the idea of on-demand instantiation [37, 59]: since the system needs only a subset of replicas to respond, we can activate the subset first. If all of them respond in time, the system can make progress; if some of them become unresponsive, we can activate the backup ones. Since machine failures and asynchronous events are rare, this approach can reduce the replication cost in most of the time.

On-demand instantiation can achieve the same safety and liveness properties as the original approach, because asynchronous SMR protocols are designed for an environment where some of the replicas can be arbitrarily slow: in such an environment, the on-demand instantiation approach, which disables a subset of nodes, is fundamentally indistinguishable from a special case of the original approach, in which the same subset of nodes are just slow. However, as mentioned in Section 1, previous works that adopt this idea suffer from the availability problem that a backup replica may take a long time to recover before it can function.

**Separating agreement from execution.** In SMR protocols, a replica can be logically separated into an agreement node, which participates in agreement, and an execution node, which runs the application’s state machine. Paxos made such separation when describing its protocol (agreement node and execution node are called acceptor and learner, respectively, in Paxos). Yin et al. observe that for BFT protocols, the number of execution nodes can be reduced to lower system cost [60]. UpRight further refines this observation [18]. However, as mentioned in Section 1, this approach is not much helpful to light applications whose agreement is the bottleneck; it is also not effective to Paxos-like protocols.

### 3 Combine on-demand instantiation and lazy recovery

Our approach incorporates on-demand instantiation to reduce replication cost, and addresses its availability problem by lazy recovery: when an active replica fails, the system keeps processing requests while recovering a backup replica in the background. Such combination can achieve both low cost and high availability.

To incorporate lazy recovery, however, we must ensure that the system is able to function correctly even when part of the system is in recovery and thus only has partial state—this is the major challenge of this work. The key contribution of this paper is to identify that lazy recovery is possible only when agreement node and execution nodes are logically separated. When separated, they each presents a unique property that enables lazy recovery.

#### 3.1 Instant activation for agreement node

An agreement protocol needs to decide the next request to execute, and this task has the memoryless property that an agreement node does not need to know prior requests to decide the next one. Such memoryless property allows a blank backup agreement node to join the protocol instantly when an active one becomes unresponsive.

**Number of active nodes for agreement.** Suppose an SMR protocol needs a maximum number of \( N^A_{\text{max}} \) agreement nodes, in which \( f \) of them can fail. Also suppose that the SMR protocol needs \( N^A_{\text{normal}} \) agreement nodes to participate in agreement in the failure-free case. In most SMR protocols, \( N^A_{\text{normal}} = N^A_{\text{max}} - f \), because there is no guarantee that more nodes can respond. However, some protocols, such as Fast Paxos [35] and Zyzzyva [30], introduce a fast path, which requires more than \( N^A_{\text{max}} - f \) replicas to respond, to decide the next request with less latency. When the fast path is not possible, these protocols resolve back to traditional approaches. For these protocols, \( N^A_{\text{normal}} \) could be larger than \( N^A_{\text{max}} - f \).

Because a backup node can join agreement instantly, the system should activate only \( N^A_{\text{normal}} \) agreement nodes. The safety and liveness of this approach is the same as the original approach, as discussed in Section 2.
Availability. As long as the \( N^A_{\text{normal}} \) agreement nodes are correct and can communicate with each other, our system can process requests correctly. When an agreement node becomes unresponsive, our system activates a backup node. To detect failures quickly, we can use aggressive techniques (Section 6), because asynchronous replication does not rely on the accuracy of failure detection for correctness. The activation only takes a few messages. Therefore, the system will not halt for long when an agreement node becomes unresponsive.

To avoid frequent conflict (different agreement nodes propose different requests), many agreement protocols elect one node as the leader to propose the next request. When the leader fails, the system may halt for a while to elect a new leader and rebuild its state. Both the original protocols and our approach have to pay such cost.

3.2 Separating critical and flexible tasks for execution node

The key observation that enables lazy recovery for execution nodes is that the number of replicas required to execute critical tasks (e.g., executing a request) is sometimes fewer than that required to execute flexible tasks (e.g., garbage collection). On the one hand, the system should activate sufficient number of nodes so that, despite failures, the system can always process critical tasks; on the other hand, it does not need to be so conservative for flexible tasks because they can be delayed.

Number of active nodes for execution. Suppose an SMR protocol needs \( N^E_{\text{critical}} \) execution nodes to perform critical tasks and \( N^E_{\text{flexible}} \) nodes to perform flexible tasks. By following the previous idea, the system should activate \( \max(N^E_{\text{critical}} + f, N^E_{\text{flexible}}) \) execution nodes. Once again, the safety and liveness of this approach is the same as the original approach, as discussed in Section 2.

Availability. When all active execution nodes are correct and can communicate with each other, they can perform all tasks. When no more than \( f \) active nodes are unresponsive, the system still has enough replicas to perform critical tasks. Therefore, the system can rebuild backup execution nodes in the background without halting the system. Of course, the system may not be able to perform flexible tasks until backup replicas are rebuilt.

3.3 Case studies

Table 1 shows the effectiveness of our approach when applied to popular protocols.

Paxos. The standard Paxos protocol needs a maximum of \( 2f + 1 \) replicas to tolerate asynchronous events and \( f \) crash failures. Its agreement protocol sends requests to all replicas and requires \( f + 1 \) of them to respond; its execution requires only one execution node to reply to the client (critical task) while requiring \( f + 1 \) execution nodes to perform a snapshot for garbage collection (flexible task). By using the previous calculations, our approach needs to activate \( f + 1 \) agreement nodes and execution nodes.

Fast Paxos and Speculative Paxos [51] introduce a fast path, which requires more than \( f + 1 \) agreement nodes to participate\(^1\), to commit requests with fewer rounds of message exchanges. For these protocols, our approach needs to activate more than \( f + 1 \) agreement nodes.

Cheap Paxos [37] applies on-demand instantiation to Paxos. It requires the same number of replicas as our approach, but since it does not incorporate lazy recovery, it suffers from the availability problem.

BFT. Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) [15] needs a maximum of \( 3f + 1 \) replicas to tolerate \( f \) arbitrary failures. Its agreement protocol sends requests to all replicas and requires \( 2f + 1 \) of them to respond; its execution requires \( f + 1 \) execution nodes to reply to the client (critical task) while requiring also \( f + 1 \) execution nodes to perform a snapshot for garbage collection (flexible task). By using the previous calculation, our approach needs to activate \( 2f + 1 \) agreement nodes and execution nodes.

Yin et al. observe that when agreement and execution are separated, BFT protocols need only \( 2f + 1 \) execution nodes [60]. Our approach can reduce its agreement cost, but cannot reduce its execution cost. Zyzzyva [30] introduces a fast path to commit requests with less latency, but since it needs all \( 3f + 1 \) agreement nodes to respond for the fast path, our approach cannot reduce its cost.

ZZ [59] applies on-demand instantiation to BFT protocols. It requires only \( f + 1 \) execution replicas, which is even fewer than that of our approach, but it also suffers from the availability problem. Our approach, instead, tries to minimize number of active replicas without hurting availability.

UpRight. UpRight makes a distinction between failures that can cause the system to become unavailable (its number is represented by \( u \)) and failures that can cause the system to become incorrect (its number is represented by \( r \)). Its conclusion is that we need a maximum of \( u + r + \max(u, r) + 1 \) agreement nodes and \( r + \max(u, r) + 1 \) of them should respond in the agreement protocol\(^2\); we need a maximum of \( u + \max(u, r) + 1 \)

---

\(^1\)Fast Paxos can be configured in two ways: it can be configured to have \( 2f + 1 \) agreement nodes and \( f + \lfloor \frac{f}{2} \rfloor + 1 \) of them must respond for the fast path; it can also be configured to have \( 3f + 1 \) agreement nodes and \( f + 1 \) of them must respond. We use the first configuration in the paper for a fair comparison with other Paxos-like protocols.

\(^2\)UpRight further separates agreement into two phases: authentication phase needs a maximum of \( u + r + \max(u, r) + 1 \) nodes and order phase needs a maximum of \( 2u + r + 1 \) nodes. We only present the larger number in the paper for simplicity.
execution nodes and \( r + 1 \) of them should reply to the clients (critical task) while \( \max(u, r) + 1 \) of them should perform snapshots for garbage collection (flexible task).

Both standard Paxos \((u = f, r = 0)\) and BFT \((u = r = f)\) can be viewed as an instance of UpRight.

By using previous calculations \((f = u)\), our approach needs to activate \( r + \max(u, r) + 1 \) agreement nodes and \( u + r + 1 \) execution nodes. Comparing to original UpRight, our approach can always reduce its agreement cost and can reduce its execution cost when \( u > r \). This conclusion shows that, when \( u > r \), setting distinct \( u \) and \( r \) can reduce replication cost comparing to using a unified \( f = u \). This is appealing because in most environments, the possibility of crash failures is indeed much higher than that of those Byzantine failures, indicating \( u > r \) is a practical setting. Note that such opportunity to reduce execution cost by setting distinct \( u \) and \( r \) does not exist in the original UpRight protocol, because its execution cost \( u + \max(u, r) + 1 \) is equal to \( 2u + 1 \) when \( u > r \) and it is not different from the \( 2f + 1 \) bound of early work [60].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Agreement</th>
<th>Execution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( N_{max}^A )</td>
<td>( N_{normal}^A = N_{active}^A )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paxos</td>
<td>( 2f + 1 )</td>
<td>( f + 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast Paxos</td>
<td>( 2f + 1 )</td>
<td>( f + \lceil \frac{f}{2} \rceil + 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBFT</td>
<td>( 3f + 1 )</td>
<td>( 2f + 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yin et al.</td>
<td>( 3f + 1 )</td>
<td>( 2f + 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zyzzyva</td>
<td>( 3f + 1 )</td>
<td>( 3f + 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UpRight</td>
<td>( u + r + \max(u, r) + 1 )</td>
<td>( r + \max(u, r) + 1 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Required number of replicas for different protocols. \( N_{max}^A \): max number of agreement nodes; \( N_{normal}^A \): number of agreement nodes in failure-free case; \( N_{active}^A \): number of active agreement nodes in our approach; \( N_{max}^E \): max number of execution nodes; \( N_{critical}^E \): number of execution nodes for critical tasks; \( N_{flexible}^E \): number of execution nodes for flexible tasks; \( N_{active}^E \): number of active execution nodes in our approach.

Adaptive recovery

Although recovery can be delayed, it has to be performed in a timely manner for two reasons: first, data durability is determined by how frequently machines fail and how fast they can recover. Therefore, increasing recovery time may lead to higher probability of data loss; second, flexible tasks, such as garbage collection, cannot be performed until recovery is complete. If they are delayed for too long, eventually the system will be blocked.

In our approach, ensuring recovery speed is further complicated by the fact that recovery is performed in parallel with executing requests and these two tasks often compete for resource (e.g. network and disk bandwidth).

To complete recovery in a timely manner and to make a balance between recovery and executing new requests, this paper introduces an adaptive recovery mechanism. It allows the administrator to specify a soft deadline for recovery, which is determined by the required data durability and the frequency of machine failures. Then adaptive recovery attempts to meet the deadline with minimal resource while allocating all remaining resource to executing new requests.

In order for this approach to work, first, we need a dynamic and fine-grained mechanism to control the resource dedicated to recovery. For this purpose, we split the whole recovery into multiple recovery requests, each fetching a subset of the state, and introduce a parameter \( \ellrec \): the system will execute \( \ellrec \) client requests after it executes a recovery request. If no client requests arrive for a certain amount of time, however, this constraint can be relaxed. This parameter allows our approach to dynamically control the speed of recovery.

In order to meet the deadline, our approach tracks the progress of recovery: during recovery, a backup node needs to fetch state from an active node. The active node knows the total size of the state to be transferred and keeps track of how much data has already been transferred. It periodically checks the progress of recovery by comparing \( \frac{fetched}{total} \) and \( \frac{elapsed}{deadline} \). If the former is smaller (larger) than the latter, it increases (decreases) recovery speed by decreasing (increasing) \( \ellrec \).

Agreement node recovery. A backup agreement node needs to fetch missing log entries from the leader. In this case, the leader will perform the above tracking and adaptive control mechanism.

Execution node recovery. A backup execution node needs to fetch both the latest snapshot from an active execution node and the log entries afterwards from the leader. In this case, both the active execution node and the leader need to perform the above tracking and adaptive control mechanism. These two procedures run in parallel and may compete for resource, but since our adaptive approach tries to meet the deadline with minimal resource and gives up excessive resource automatically, these procedures will eventually get a necessary share of the resource, as long as the system has enough resource for both of them.
5 ThriftyPaxos

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, we apply it to Paxos, a popular replication protocol, to build ThriftyPaxos. In this section, we present the detailed protocol of ThriftyPaxos. As one can imagine, it bears a significant resemblance to the standard Paxos protocol. For completeness, we present the whole ThriftyPaxos protocol, but we highlight the different part.

5.1 Overview

Paxos incorporates $2f + 1$ replicas. Its key idea is that when a request is agreed by $f + 1$ replicas as the next request, the request becomes stable, which means the decision will not be changed by future failures. Then all execution nodes execute the stable request.

A ThriftyPaxos service follows the same idea. It logically separates replicas into $2f + 1$ agreement nodes and execution nodes (a pair of agreement and execution nodes can be collocated on the same machine or even in a single process). By following the calculations in Section 3, ThriftyPaxos activates $f + 1$ of them and reserves $f$ of them as backup (standard Paxos activates all of them).

To order client requests, ThriftyPaxos tries to assign a unique slot number to each client request: a client request with a lower slot number is ordered before one with a higher slot number. The safety property requires that each slot can be assigned to at most one client request.

In most of the time, the system elects one agreement node as the leader, which proposes the next request to execute. When failures or asynchronous events happen, new leaders may be elected, even if the old leader is still alive. Different leaders may make different proposals for the same slot, and to distinguish them, each leader is assigned a unique epoch number and each leader attaches this epoch number to each proposal it makes. A later elected leader has a higher epoch number than an early leader.

5.2 Basic protocol

1. A client sends a request to the leader.

   A client can have multiple outstanding requests and thus the system needs a unique identifier for each request to match a reply to a request. A classic approach to generate request ID is to combine client ID with the number of requests the client has already sent.

   If the client does not get a reply in time, either because some messages are lost or because some replicas fail, it resends those request to all replicas.

2. The leader checks the request and if the check passes, the leader proposes it as the next request.

   The leader needs to check whether this is the expected request from the corresponding client. In order to check that, the leader maintains the last request ID it has proposed for each client. There are four possible cases:

   - If $\text{requestID} = \text{lastRequestID}[\text{client}] + 1$, then this is the appropriate request to propose. The leader sends a proposal $\langle \text{epoch}, \text{slot}, \text{request} \rangle$ to $f + 1$ agreement nodes including the leader itself (standard Paxos sends to $2f + 1$ agreement nodes). The leader then needs to update corresponding state, such as slot.

   - If $\text{requestID} > \text{lastRequestID}[\text{client}] + 1$, it means some previous client’s requests are lost. In this case, the leader can either cache the request or discard it if the cache is full. In either case, the leader needs to wait for the client to resend the missing requests.

   - If $\text{requestID} < \text{lastRequestID}[\text{client}] + 1$ and the request is in the leader’s pending proposals, it means that the leader is processing the request. In this case, the leader performs no action.

   - If $\text{requestID} < \text{lastRequestID}[\text{client}] + 1$ and the request is not in the leader’s pending proposals, it means the leader has already finished proposing this request. This can happen if some messages were lost so that the client did not receive the reply. In this case, the leader forwards the request to execution nodes (see Step 3).

3. When an agreement node receives a proposal, it decides whether to accept the proposal.

   - If $\text{proposal.epoch} < \text{this.epoch}$ or if the agreement node is not active, the agreement node discards the proposal and notifies the leader.

   - Otherwise, the agreement node accepts the proposal by logging it to disk and sending an acknowledgement to the leader. If $\text{proposal.epoch} > \text{this.epoch}$, the agreement node also updates its own epoch. Note that the agreement node can accept proposals out of order.

4. The leader waits for $f + 1$ acknowledgements.

   If any agreement node times out, the leader picks up one backup agreement node and sends an \texttt{ACTIVATE}
command to it (standard Paxos, of course, does not need this command because all replicas are active). Then the leader resends all pending proposals.

5 The leader sends the agreed request to all active execution nodes.

If there are fewer than \( f + 1 \) active execution nodes, the leader will send an \texttt{ACTIVATE} command to some backup execution nodes (standard Paxos does not need this).

6\textsuperscript{1} An execution node executes the request.

An execution node needs to execute requests in order. In order to achieve that, it maintains the last slot that it has already executed. When receiving a request, it first checks the slot number of the request.

6\textsuperscript{2} If \( request\.slot = lastslot + 1 \), the request is the next to execute. The execution node executes the request and sends the reply to the client. It then checks whether there are any following requests in the cache (6\textsuperscript{3}) that can be executed.

6\textsuperscript{3} If \( request\.slot \leq lastslot \), then this request has already been executed. This might happen if the reply message got lost and the client resent the request. In this case, the execution node should resend the reply to the client. To achieve that, the execution node needs to maintain a reply cache for replies it has already sent. To garbage collect replies, a client can piggyback in each of its request the ID of the latest received reply.

6\textsuperscript{4} If \( request\.slot > lastslot + 1 \), the execution node caches the request or stores the request to disk if the cache is full. This could happen if a previous message was lost or the execution node is in recovery. For the former case, the execution node asks the leader to resend missing requests. For the latter case, the execution node has to wait for the recovery to complete.

To garbage collect logs on the agreement nodes (5\textsuperscript{3}), ThriftyPaxos requires execution nodes to periodically take snapshots of their states, promising that they will not need earlier requests in the future. ThriftyPaxos performs garbage collection when \( f + 1 \) execution nodes complete taking snapshots (standard Paxos asks an agreement node to garbage collect its log when its corresponding execution node takes a snapshot. This is not different from ThriftyPaxos when \( f + 1 \) execution nodes are active, but since in ThriftyPaxos, sometimes there could be a different number of agreement nodes and execution nodes, we use a more explicit rule).

5.3 Failure recovery

Recovering execution nodes. When an execution node is not responding, the leader sends an \texttt{ACTIVATE} command to a backup execution node, asking it to rebuild its state. Meanwhile, ThriftyPaxos proceeds with the remaining active execution nodes. To rebuild state, the backup execution node may need to fetch the latest snapshot from an active execution node and fetch following logs from the leader. Since the system is processing clients’ requests during recovery, and the backup node cannot process them at the moment, it will cache these requests first in memory and then in a log file on disk if the memory buffer is full. After state transfer is complete, the backup node needs to load the snapshot and replay all logs afterwards.

We have applied adaptive recovery at the leader and at the active execution node to control the recovery speed of the backup execution node. When trying to meet the deadline, adaptive recovery considers recovery as complete when state transfer is done, because at that moment, the backup node has the same state as an active one, which means data durability is restored and the system can garbage collect logs on agreement nodes. Therefore, later operations, including loading snapshot and replaying logs, are not considered as part of recovery.

Recovering agreement nodes. When a non-leader agreement node is not responding, the leader will send an \texttt{ACTIVATE} command to a backup agreement node, asking it to join the agreement protocol immediately. Meanwhile, to restore data durability, the backup node fetches missing logs from the leader in the background. We have applied adaptive recovery at the leader to control the speed of fetching missing logs.

When the leader is not responding, a new leader is elected. The new leader collects logs from other agreement nodes and re-proposes pending requests. ThriftyPaxos uses the same protocol as standard Paxos for leader switch (backup agreement nodes also need to participate in a leader switch). This part is out of the control of adaptive recovery, because the system is blocked anyway. The developer can make a trade-off between performance and availability by setting the snapshot interval, since only requests after the last snapshot need to be re-proposed during a leader switch. Note that this trade-off exists in both ThriftyPaxos and standard Paxos.

6 Implementation

We have implemented ThriftyPaxos from scratch in Java. This section discusses some implementation details.

Failure detection. A highly available system must be able to detect failures quickly. Like standard Paxos, ThriftyPaxos does not rely on the accuracy of failure detection for safety and thus can use aggressive approaches (e.g. short timeout) for better availability. Our experiments, however, show that if timeout interval is too short, performance can be unstable, because even a minor abnormal event, such as a long disk write, can trigger an unnecessary recovery. Our implementation incorporates ideas from accurate failure detection techniques [42]:
when failures can be detected for certain, our system should take actions immediately. To cover failures that cannot be accurately detected, we use a timeout of five seconds. Our current implementation only incorporates part of the functionalities of those accurate failure detection techniques, and we leave the full incorporation as future work.

**Out-of-order logging.** Agreement nodes may need to log requests out of order on disks. To achieve efficient logging, ThriftyPaxos incorporates a design that is similar to SSTable in Bigtable [17]: if the slot number of the new request is larger than the last one in the current file, ThriftyPaxos appends it to the current file; otherwise, ThriftyPaxos closes the current file, creates a new one, and appends the next log entry into the new file. Such design guarantees that each log file is sequential, and thus it is simple to perform operations like log scan (merge sort) and garbage collection. Furthermore, when there are no out-of-order requests, logging is fully sequential and thus can fully utilize a hard drive. Note that this design may not be suitable for a BFT protocol, in which a faulty primary can attack the system by sending out-of-order requests deliberately and creating a lot of small files: storing logs in random-accessible stores like Berkeley DB [7] may be more appropriate, although their overhead is usually higher.

**Leader election.** During leader switch, the new leader needs to collect logs from other agreement nodes and re-propose pending requests. To reduce I/O traffic during leader election, ThriftyPaxos gives a preference to an active agreement node as the new leader, because it has more logs compared to a backup node.

**When to start recovery.** Previous study shows that it may be a waste of resource to start recovering a node right after it fails, because a crashed node is likely to come back soon. In practice, Google starts to recover a node if it cannot come back in 15 minutes [25]. Our approach follows the same idea: when a backup node fails, ThriftyPaxos waits a while to see whether it can come back before triggering recovery. We use a relatively short interval (5 minutes) to shorten the length of experiments.

### 7 Evaluation

Our evaluation tries to answer three questions:

- What is the performance of ThriftyPaxos, when there are no failures?
- What is the availability of ThriftyPaxos, when failures occur?
- Can adaptive recovery meet the deadline under different settings?

To address these questions, we have applied ThriftyPaxos to replicate H2 [27], a database system, and RemoteHashMap, a benchmark application built by us.

**H2.** H2 is a light-weight database system implemented in Java. It is often used as an embedded data store for larger projects, such as Hadoop [28]. To apply ThriftyPaxos to H2, we have modified H2 to send and receive messages through ThriftyPaxos. We configure H2 to store all tables in memory while keeping logs and snapshots on disks. To achieve quick snapshot, we configure H2 to store data in Btrfs [12], a Linux file system that supports copy on write (COW) snapshot: whenever an execution node needs to perform a snapshot, it asks Btrfs to perform a snapshot, which usually takes only several seconds. We ran TPC-C [55] over H2 to measure its performance. To avoid non-determinism, we ran H2 in single-threaded mode, which of course limits its performance. Efficient deterministic multithreading is an orthogonal topic that has been studied in many other works [2, 8, 9, 21, 22, 43] and we leave the incorporation as future work.

**RemoteHashMap.** To test ThriftyPaxos under various workloads, we have built RemoteHashMap, an application that allows clients to get and set key value pairs on a remote server. RemoteHashMap allows us to change system parameters (e.g. request size, snapshot size) arbitrarily to test different aspects of ThriftyPaxos.

We run all H2 experiments on three Dell R730 machines, which are equipped with 16 cores, 64GB of memory, one SSD drive, and seven hard drivers. We store H2’s data on the SSD drive and store agreement nodes’ data on one hard drive. We run all RemoteHashMap experiments on 7 Dell R220 machines, which are equipped with 8 cores, 16GB of memory, and two hard drivers. We store RemoteHashMap’s data on one hard drive and store agreement nodes’ data on the other hard drive.

We compare ThriftyPaxos to standard Paxos and Cheap Paxos. We implement standard Paxos and Cheap Paxos by slightly modifying ThriftyPaxos: standard Paxos chooses all $2f + 1$ replicas as active ones; Cheap Paxos sets $I_{rec}$ to 0 during recovery, indicating it cannot execute client requests until recovery completes. In all experiments, we collocate an agreement node and an execution node on a same machine.

#### 7.1 Performance

Our first set of experiments aims at comparing the performance of ThriftyPaxos to that of standard Paxos, when there are no failures. Cheap Paxos’ protocol in the failure-free case is exactly the same as ThriftyPaxos, so we do not include it in the comparison.

As shown in Figure 1, when running TPC-C over H2, the performance of ThriftyPaxos and standard Paxos are almost identical. This is because the bottleneck of the system lies in the execution of requests as a result of
Figure 1: Throughput of TPC-C over replicated H2

Figure 2: Throughput of writing to replicated RemoteHashMap (v is value size). We show ZooKeeper as a comparison.

Figure 3: Latencies of ThriftyPaxos and standard Paxos (RemoteHashMap with f=1 and v=512b)

7.2 Availability

Our second set of experiments compare the availability of ThriftyPaxos to that of standard Paxos and Cheap Paxos, when failures occur.

We use RemoteHashMap in this set of experiments, because RemoteHashMap’s much higher throughput creates a higher pressure on network and disk I/Os, incurring more contention against recovery. To measure availability, we kill a non-leader replica at 300 seconds, and kill the leader at 1400 seconds, for all three systems. Since an agreement node and an execution node are collocated on the same machine, both of them will be killed.

As shown in Figure 4, the behavior of ThriftyPaxos and standard Paxos are quite similar: when a non-leader replica fails, the system can continue processing requests; when the leader fails, the system needs to elect a new leader, which may block the system for a short while. In either case, since the failed replica does not come back in five minutes, the system needs to rebuild its state on another replica: rebuilding incurs network and disk I/Os, degrading system performance. The behaviors of ThriftyPaxos and standard Paxos are different in two ways: first, after a replica fails in standard Paxos, system throughput jumps. This is because the leader, which is the bottleneck in standard Paxos, needs to send fewer messages after a failure. ThriftyPaxos, on the other hand, has already exploited this opportunity in the failure-free case and thus its throughput remains stable after a failure. Second, ThriftyPaxos’ loading time after recovery is slightly longer than that of standard Paxos. This is because ThriftyPaxos’ throughput during
recovery is higher than that of standard Paxos (because, once again, ThriftyPaxos sends fewer messages for each request), and thus ThriftyPaxos needs to replay more log entries afterwards.

Cheap Paxos shows a different behavior: when either replica fails, Cheap Paxos needs to rebuild its state before it can process new requests. Therefore, the system is halted during node recovery. While its recovery takes 78–96 seconds in our experiments to transfer about 8GBs of state (including both snapshot and following logs), it may halt longer when application’s state is larger.

We further decouple recovery of agreement node and recovery of execution node to understand their individual impact. As shown in Figure 5, recovery of execution node certainly has a bigger impact on performance, because it needs to transfer more state. Recovery of agree-
Figure 6: Recovery with different deadlines (snapshot size=5G; node2 is a non-leader replica)

Figure 7: Recovery with different snapshot sizes (deadline=200 seconds; node2 is a non-leader replica)

7.3 Adaptive recovery

Our last set of experiments measures whether adaptive recovery can meet the deadline. We set different deadlines and sizes of snapshots for this set of experiments.

Figure 6 shows the impact of different recovery deadlines. As one can observe, closer deadline, which means the system must dedicate more resource to recovery, can cause a sharper degradation of performance during recovery: we tried deadlines 100, 200, and 300, and the average throughputs during recovery are 22240, 74690, and 99339 respectively.

Figure 7 shows the impact of different snapshot sizes. As one can observe, bigger snapshot, which means the system must dedicate more resource to recovery, can cause a sharper degradation of performance during recovery. Once again, our adaptive recovery mechanism successfully meets the deadline in all experiments.

In both figures, a higher throughput during recovery increases the time to load state afterwards. This is simply because higher throughput during recovery increases the number of log entries to be replayed after recovery. Faster disks or a larger memory buffer may reduce such replaying time.

Related work

State machine replication. State machine replication (SMR) [52] replicates an application’s state machine on multiple machines to tolerate failures. Based on the types of failures it can tolerate, SMR protocols can be broadly classified into two categories: the Paxos family [33, 34, 48] that can tolerate machine crashes and timing errors, and the Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) family [1, 6, 15, 18, 20, 30, 38] that can tolerate arbitrary errors.

Separating agreement from execution. Paxos separates agreement (acceptors) from execution (learners) to clarify its protocol [16, 33, 34, 39, 49, 56]. Yin et al. [60]
observe that for BFT protocols, the number of required execution replicas could be fewer than that of the agreement nodes. This observation is inherited in later works, such as UpRight [18], Zyzzyva [30], and ZZ [59].

**On-demand instantiation.** Cheap Paxos [37] and ZZ [37] activate minimal number of replicas first and activate backup ones when active ones are unresponsive. However, they require a backup node to rebuild its state before it can process requests, suffering from the availability problem. Distler et al. [24] proposes to split application state into multiple objects and perform on-demand instantiation for each object: this approach can alleviate the availability problem, but since it needs to maintain a log for each object, the space overhead is significantly magnified. Parallel recovery techniques [17, 50] can effectively reduce recovery time and thus can alleviate the availability problem of on-demand instantiation, but recovering a node right after it fails is a waste of resource, since most crashed nodes can come back soon [25].

**Lazy recovery.** Lazy recovery [31, 32] is widely used in many systems. For example, Google File System [26] starts recovering a failed node if it cannot come back in 15 minutes. Silberstein et al. [54] applies lazy recovery to erasure-coding systems to reduce recovery overhead.

**Other optimizations.** Vertical Paxos [36] proposes to strengthen primary backup protocols with the help of a centralized Paxos service. Our approach provides a more general approach that does not require an additional Paxos service and that is applicable to BFT protocols.

Falcon [42] and its following works [40, 41] attempt to build accurate failure detectors, which make Paxos unnecessary. However, they rely on routers to monitor the status of machines and thus can become unavailable when routers fail, which can happen in today’s datacenters [25]. Furthermore, it is inapplicable to BFT systems.

Gaios [10] and ZooKeeper [29] execute read requests on only one replica. Moraru et al. propose a quorum lease mechanism to improve the throughput and reduce the latency of read operations in Paxos [46]. Fast Paxos [35], Speculative Paxos [51], and Zyzzyva [30] introduce a fast path to reduce latencies of all requests. Mencius [44] and EPaxos [45] allow multiple leaders to propose requests in parallel to achieve load balancing. These optimizations are orthogonal to our approach. While Section 3 has discussed the feasibility of combining those fast-path optimizations with our approach, it would be interesting to investigate whether it is possible to combine other optimizations with our approach.

### 9 Conclusion

Whether to pay the cost of a strong replication protocol has been a painful question for developers. Instead of inventing new protocols, this paper presents a general approach to reason about the necessary conditions for correctness and availability in existing protocols. It shows that, with a deeper understanding of existing protocols, we can reduce their replication cost while maintaining their correctness and availability properties.
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